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1 PROSOFC Deliverable 3.1 Report
Report on characterization, modelling and statistically ensured performance of SoA cells
This report is related to the electrochemical testing, characterization and modeling, aiming at:






statistically ensured performance testing
detailed electrochemical analysis of baseline cells,
evaluation of reforming kinetics of baseline cells,
microstructure analysis and reconstruction of baseline cells,
complex continuum models for stack and system simulations and design optimizations.

The work carried out during the period is reported below.

2 Task 3.1 Statistically ensured performance testing (TOFC)
2.1 Introduction and experimental
Cells from every cell batch produced at TOFC’s pilot production facility are tested in a quality inspection
test unit which operates in a 24 h cycle. The cells are tested picked randomly from the production line.
Here we report on the statistical variations as seen from this ASR cell test over a period of roughly 6
months. Data for two different cell types are reported.

2.2 Test methodology
2.2.1

Setup

The cell is assembled together with current collector plates, sealing gaskets and Ni (anode side) and Ag
(cathode side) contact meshes. This assembly is then sandwiched in between two manifolds used to
supply anode and cathode gas. Finally, a force distribution plate is placed on top onto which a
mechanical load is supplied. Current leads and voltage probes are connected to flaps of the current
collector plates. Pipes supplying the anode and cathode gases are connected to the manifolds within
which also thermocouples are placed on both sides of the cell.
2.2.2

Test procedure

During test, the cell undergoes the following procedure:
1. The cell is heated with N2 supplied to the anode and air to the cathode.
2. The anode and anode support is subsequently reduced by supply of H2.
3. After reduction the anode gas is passed through a temperature controlled water bubbler
upstream the cell in order to humidify the fuel
12/10/2014
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4.
5.
6.
7.

2.2.3

Temperature is stabilised at 750 C.
An I-V polarisation measurement is carried out from OCV to maximum 1 Acm-1.
An EIS spectra is recorded at OCV, 1A and 2A DC load using a Gamry Ref3000.
The furnace is taken down to room temperature

Test parameters and calculation

The quality assurance area specific resistance ASRQA is calculated using the formula
ASR QA =

Nernst
VI=5A
− VI=5A
i

and the test parameters listed in table 1. V1=5ANernst is the ideal Nernst voltage at a current of 5A,
calculated based on the average Nernst voltage when the gas is moving across the cell area:
1

I

Nernst
VI=5A
= ∫0 0 V Nernst dI.
i

2.3 Results and conclusions
2.3.1

DC measurements

In total 35 type 1 cells and 9 type 2 cells have been tested. In addition, cells from a reference cell batch
are measured at regular intervals to ensure stable operation of the QA cell test. 13 such samples have
been measured over a longer period of time. The results plotted in Figure 1 and listed in Table 2 show
the batch to batch variation in ASRQA for the selected period, including measurement noise and intrabatch variations. As an estimate of the measurement noise and the intra-batch variation, the results
from the tests of the reference cell batch are included in Table 2.
All batches but two were within the TOFC quality assurance limits. The variation in ASRQA is about 5% cell
types (95% confidence interval, normal distribution assumed). Comparing with the reference cell batch,
is seems that half of this variation is noise from intra-batch variations and the QA cell test measurement.
A stack test with measurements of the individual cell voltages of 21 cells from the same cell batch seems
to confirm this picture: At 25 A in hydrogen, an ASRstack variation of +/- 2% was measured. This now
includes intra-batch variations and in-stack contacting and fuel supply variations, but not any variations
related to the QA cell test.
No improvement in initial performance or variance could be confirmed statistically when comparing the
QA cell test results of the with the two cell types.

12/10/2014
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Figure 1 Batch to batch variation in ASRQA from fall 2013 to spring 2014
Table 1 Average ASRQA data and corresponding statistics for sprayed and MTC cells.
Cell type
Type 1, different cell batches
Type 2, different cell batches
Type 1, all same cell batch (n = 13)

2.3.2

standard deviation
+/- 4.6 %
+/- 5.5 %
+/- 2.1%

EIS measurements

The EIS measurements are very noisy, especially within the frequency regime where the anode
processes occur (electrochemical fuel oxidation, gas diffusion and conversion). The major reason for this
is that a small hole in the test manifold (used for positioning the T-couples) will supply oxygen to the
inlet anode feed stream. The test manifolds will be fixed so avoid these unnecessary leaks. We have also
purchased a Solartron 1252 which will alleviate the quality of the EIS measurements further.
2.3.3

Impact of variations in QA cell test ASR

The impact of the cell ASR variations on stack robustness is unknown. ASR is a key parameter in
determining the current distribution in the stack, and consequently the thermo-mechanical stresses
encountered during operation of the stack. The data presented here must be analysed in the context of
WP4 where robustness is addressed in the context of stochastic variations in the stacks and their
operation.

12/10/2014
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3 Task 3.2: Detailed electrochemical analysis (KIT)
3.1 Introduction
KIT received anode supported baseline cells for electrochemical and reforming kinetics analysis within
task 3.2/3.3 in November 2013 (Table 2).
Table 2 TOFC baseline cells provided to KIT.
Sample ID
500xx1
500xx2

Description
Full cell
Full cell

Amounts
24 pcs, 4x4 cm2
24 pcs, 1x1 cm2

Since the delivery of cells, nine of the 1 cm² cells were analyzed over periods of up to 1000 h. In the first
tests an unacceptably low reproducibility was observed, which could be attributed to an insufficient
contacting in the single cell test bench. Increasing the cathode contact pressure (weight applied for
contacting the 1 cm² electrode area was increased from 100 to 500 g/cm²) resulted in a significant
performance improvement and an excellent reproducibility. In case of the anode contact pressure an
increase from 100 to 500 g/cm² had no significant impact. The CV-characteristics of the cells are
displayed in Figure 3.

Figure 2: Impact of contact pressure (weight applied for contacting the 1 cm² electrode area)on the cell
performance.
12/10/2014
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Figure 3: CV-characteristics of the tested 1 cm² cells show a high reproducibility. Only in case of one cell a
lower performance was observed due to a contacting problem.
The cells were tested by means of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy according to validated
procedures [1]. Operating conditions (temperature, gas composition at cathode and anode, current
density) were varied in wide ranges to determine the parameter dependencies of the individual
electrochemical processes in the cell. The impedance spectra were analyzed by the distribution of
relaxation time (DRT) [2]. In Figure 4 to Figure 8 some examples of the results (variation of pO2,cathode,
pH2Oanode, pH2,anode, temperature) are shown.

Figure 4: Impedance spectra and the related distributions of relaxation times for a pO2,cathode variation
(CO/CO2 at the anode)

12/10/2014
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Figure 5: Impedance spectra and the related distributions of relaxation times - pH2Oanode variation

Figure 6: Impedance spectra and the related distributions of relaxation times - pH2,anode variation

Figure 7: Impedance spectra and the related distributions of relaxation times - pH2,anode / pH2Oanode
variation
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Figure 8: Impedance spectra and the related distributions of relaxation times - temperature variation
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4 Task 3.3: Analysis of the reforming kinetics (KIT)
Five of the 16 cm² single cells have been tested. As the major objective was an analysis under internal
reforming conditions and high fuel utilization, some efforts were made to improve the gas tightness of
the setup. In case of two cells the modifications resulted in an insufficient contacting of these cells. As
displayed in Figure 9, an appropriate reproducibility was achieved for the others.

Figure 9: CV-characteristics of the tested 16 cm² cells after reduction.

Figure 10: CV-characteristics of a 16 cm² cells – variation of fuel flow rate.
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In comparison with our earlier studies the fuel flow rates in one of these tests were significantly
reduced, aiming at an analysis of performance, reforming kinetics and gas conversion at fuel utilizations
exceeding 80% i.e. under operating conditions typical for a TOFC stack.
Unfortunately the desired gas analysis could not be carried out in the existing test setup using the
methodology described in [3]. Due to the low gas flow rate the extracted amount of gas had to be
decreased to avoid any impact of the gas extraction on the reforming reaction along the gas channel.
This decrease resulted in unacceptably high leakages, the evaluated µGC-data could not be used for a
further evaluation. As a result the single cell test housing had to be improved to reduce the leakage by
reducing the number of high temperature alumina adapters along the gas extraction line. A modified
setup and housing, enabling a direct access of the gas extraction probes to the gas channel, was
designed. The required alumina parts were ordered in 08/2014. The delivery of the parts is scheduled
for November 2014. The redesigned test bench will be available end of this year.
Two of these tests were continued for periods of up to 1400 h at 0.5 A/cm² using internal reforming of
methane. In one test (Figure 12) low fuel flow rates were applied, resulting in fuel utilizations of 80%
instead of 20% (fuel flow rate according to FCTESQA-conditions, Figure 11). Under these conditions a
power density of 410 mW/cm² was achieved. The cell showed a very low degradation rate during the
first 700 h, the overall degradation has to be mainly attributed to a water supply failure (dry methane at
the anode, coking) at t = 700 h.

Figure 11: Long term test of a 16 cm² cell applying FCTESQA-conditions (internal reforming).
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Figure 12: Long term test of 16 cm² cell at reduced fuel flow rate (internal reforming).

Figure 13: CV-characteristics measured during the long term test of the 16 cm² cell at reduced fuel flow
rate (internal reforming).
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5 Task 3.5: Microstructural analysis and reconstruction (KIT, DTU)
According to our original test plan the microstructural analysis was scheduled for July to December
2014, with a special emphasis on the cells tested for 1500 h aiming at a comparison of just reduced and
long term operated cells. As this type of cell is no longer of interest in the project, the costly analysis of
this type of cell was stopped after the TOFC closure. To support the partner FZJ in the development of a
mechanical creep model for anode supported SOFCs, which is intended to be used for the analysis of
PROSOFC-ASCs, so far reconstructions of an FZJ anode supported cell have been provided.

6 Task 3.6: Electrochemical modeling (KIT)
To set up an applicable equivalent circuit model and to evaluate starting values for an CNLS-fit the
distribution of relaxation times for the various parameter variations were analyzed. As the cell is
composed of similar materials and components as the anode supported cell developed at the research
center Jülich, the existing model [1] could be adapted to describe the electrochemical properties of the
TOFC cell. An overview of the equivalent circuit elements and the related physicochemical processes is
given in Table 3.
Table 3: Elements in the equivalent circuit model used for the impedance data analysis.
process
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P
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Figure 14: Equivalent circuit model
In Figure 15 to Figure 19 the ASR-values of the different loss mechanisms evaluated by means of an
CNLS-fit of series of impedance spectra are displayed.

Figure 15: ASR-values of the different loss mechanisms – variation of pO2,cathode

Figure 16: ASR-values of the different loss mechanisms – variation of pH2Oanode
12/10/2014
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Figure 17: ASR-values of the different loss mechanisms – variation of pH2, anode

Figure 18: ASR-values of the different loss mechanisms – variation of pH2, anode / pH2Oanode in the figure
the results of two cells are compared
The investigated TOFC cells show qualitatively similar dependencies of the individual loss mechanisms
on the different operating parameters. From a quantitative point of view there are differences related to
differences in applied raw materials, cell production methodologies and resulting electrode
microstructures.
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Figure 19: ASR-values of the different loss mechanisms – variation of temperature
In between the different nominally identical cells differences in the same order as those evaluated in
2.3.3 were observed. Figure 20 shows the evaluated ASR values of the different loss mechanisms of
different cells vs. the operating time. Most measurements were performed after 350 h as the cathode
shows a strong degradation within the first 300 h [4].

Figure 20: ASR-values of the different loss mechanisms evaluated vs. time. This diagram summarizes the
results of different cells.
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7 Summary
Most of the targeted results were obtained as expected, some were delayed because of the delayed
availability of TOFC cells.
At TOFC a larger number of baseline single cells was tested aiming at a statistically ensured performance
evaluation (task 3.1). It was found that all cells showed quite similar ASR-values with a standard
deviation ≤ 20 mcm². Comparing cells from one batch revealed an even smaller standard deviation of
only 8 mcm².
At KIT baseline (SoA) cells have been characterized with respect to their electrochemical properties
using impedance spectroscopy (task 3.2). An analysis of the measured impedance spectra by the
distribution of relaxation times was performed. Based on the results an electrochemical model for the
cell was set up and parameterized by means of a CNLS-fit (task 3.6). The model shows features typical
for anode supported cells.
A characterization of the cells under internal reforming conditions was carried out (task 3.3). The cells
exhibited an excellent performance and acceptable degradation within the first 1400 h of operation. The
evaluation of the catalytic properties of the anode substrate with respect to internal reforming under
the targeted conditions (high fuel utilization along the gas channel) could not be performed as expected.
The gas analysis results showed leakages which could not be avoided in the existing test setup. An
analysis of the leakage sources revealed, that the high temperature part of the gas lines used for
sampling exhibited an insufficient gas tightness. Therefore a redesign of the setup (ceramic housing and
gas lines) was performed.
Despite of the fact that most of the quantitative results can not be used in the future, the analysis of the
TOFC cells improved our capabilities concerning testing methodologies, data analysis and
electrochemical cell modeling and will enable us to perform the analysis of the cells of the new partner
much faster.
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